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Summer Days in Snowmass Village
3 days
More Itineraries
Leave your skis at home and venture to Snowmass for the summer. You'll spend 72 hours surrounded by
nature ? biking through Maroon Bells, hiking for breathtaking views and screaming at the top of your lungs
on an alpine coaster.

Sustainability Activity
Travel Like a Local:
There are special places and unique vistas around nearly every Colorado corner. You can help ensure these
places exist for generations to come by staying on roads and trails, keeping speeds in check, leaving
campsites and picnic spots just as you found them, and following instructional signs while you?re out and
about in our state.
Day 1
ACTIVITY

Go for a Hike
Enjoy a hike on the well-worn Rim Trail path ? in the winter and summer ? for a stunning 360-degree view
of Snowmass Village, aka an incredible photo op. Don't forget to take water with you!

COTREX
Map the Trail
LUNCH

Grub Thai Restaurant
Discover the most authentic Thai cuisine outside of Bangkok at Grub Thai, a hidden gem in the heart of

Snowmass Village. The menu features a variety of noodle bowls, soups including pho, salads,...
ACTIVITY

Lost Forest
The Lost Forest isn't hard to find - it's just hard to see. Tucked in among the trees and rocks at Elk Camp on
Snowmass Mountain are an alpine coaster, zip lines, biking trails, ropes challenges...
DINNER

Limelight Lounge
The Lounge lights up at night with dinner service. Sit down and sample from our menu of wood-fired pizzas,
garden-fresh salads and a creative menu of locally sourced entrées spun in internationally...
ACTIVITY

Attend the Snowmass Rodeo
Hear the roar of the crowd as a bull rider hangs on for dear life or as someone takes off on a horse for barrel
racing at the Snowmass Rodeo. Celebrating its 46th season, the rodeo is one of the longest running in
Colorado and features saddle bronc, team roping and a calf scramble for the kids.
LODGING

The Timberline Condominiums
Timberline Condominiums is a slope-side vacation rental property located on Snowmass mountain and close
to the Snowmass Village Mall. These well-appointed ski-in/ski-out condominiums range in...
Day 2
BREAKFAST

Fuel Cafe
Fuel is a cozy cafe offering delicious food and beverages in a friendly atmosphere for anyone that
appreciates great taste, is looking for health conscious alternatives, and even indulgences!
ACTIVITY

Bike through the Maroon Bells
Hop on a bike and tour Maroon Bells with Blazing Adventures. Your 12-mile downhill journey takes place
on a road that is closed to vehicles most of the summer. It's the best way to experience "the most
photographed peaks in North America."
LUNCH

The Crepe Shack By Mawa's Kitchen
Swing by and try popular sweet and savory crepes, including favorites like the Mawa?s Greens with spinach,
avocado and broccoli pesto, will make an appearance on the menu, alongside comfort foods...
ACTIVITY

Anderson Ranch Arts Center
Anderson Ranch is home to one of the most respected visual arts programs in the country. Located on a 5acre historic mountain ranch in Snowmass Village, the Ranch offers over 140 Summer...
DINNER

The Edge Restaurant & Bar
Chef Jason DeBacker has created an alpine inspired cuisine featuring classic cheese fondue, homemade
sausage, salads, soups and other alpine dishes.
ACTIVITY

Enjoy a Concert
In the summer, enjoy free live music concerts on the ski slope as part of the Snowmass Free Concert Series.
You'll feel like a local when you set up your picnic basket next to the thousands of families and friends
enjoying the sunset and tunes.
LODGING

Limelight Hotel Snowmass
We couldn't make a hotel without first making it feel like home. That means cozy rooms, every amenity you
could want, and a warm gathering place around the fire at the end of the day.
Day 3
BREAKFAST

Artisan Restaurant at the Stonebridge Inn
Seasonal American cuisine & cocktails served in a relaxed setting with rustic accents & a patio.
ACTIVITY

Snowmass Bike Park
Winding from the top of the Elk Camp Chairlift all the way to Snowmass Base Village, Snowmass Bike
Park offers something for every level of downhill mountain bike rider.

LUNCH

Slow Groovin BBQ Snowmass
We are not expected to adhere to a certain style of barbecue by critics or long standing regional traditions.
This allows us to adopt our favorite tastes from hot spots across the country and to...
ACTIVITY

Bike to Woody Creek Tavern
The bike trek to the Woody Creek Tavern covers ground that once held the railroad track that came into
Aspen. The trail is a smooth dirt double track that follows the picturesque Roaring Fork River. You'll end at
The Woody Creek Tavern ? a local favorite ? a small bar with a large amount of character, and a favorite
haunt of Hunter S. Thompson.
DINNER

il Poggio
Il Poggio specializes in handmade, traditional and innovative foods from Italy and beyond. We offer
everything from a quick pasta or pizza to the full dining experience.
ACTIVITY

Explore Fridays in Snowmass
Start your Friday with the Après Artisan Market in Snowmass Base Village, which showcases locally-owned
businesses selling specialtiy foods, clothing and handcrafted goods. Then end your day at Fridays on the
Mall, where live music, extended business hours, happy hour deals and s'mores greet you.
LODGING

The Crestwood Condominiums
The Crestwood is a renowned condominium lodging establishment located on the slopes in Snowmass
Village, CO, providing guests with preeminent access to the world class offerings of Aspen...
Hello World.
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